[ LOBSTER PICTURES SPEC SHEET ]
[ TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION ]
Sigma 10-20mm f/3.5 lens as standard

A high quality, wide-angle professional lens that shows all of your site at its best
IP66 - any weather, any temperature
Certified to 65ºC. Tested through seven summers in Abu Dhabi and multiple winters in
Northern Finland
8K and above
We are the first company to have developed and deployed 8K systems - shooting at an
amazing 16x the resolution of HD
Cellular connection and cloud-based storage
All images transferred from the camera to cloud based storage location for avoidance of
any potential catastrophic loss and ultimate peace of mind

[ RELIABILITY ]
Trusted and Experienced

We’ve safely installed and managed cameras in 20 countries on five continents
Redundant Secondary control and storage
For ultimate peace of mind, the Lobster Pot has two separate control and storage
systems - this makes the most reliable system for long term time lapse
Everything Monitored - guaranteed service
All the camera’s performance, from voltage, processor use, cellular connection and
more, is monitored constantly. If there’s a power cut on site, the system will alert our
dedicated support staff immediately.
Safe working
Our team has more health & safety certifications and qualifications than any other
provider - including BOSIET for offshore work
Site survey and RA/MS report
Site information gathered during site survey ahead of install, along with a full RA/MS
report drafted, so you can rest assured the install process with with safe and seamless

[ VIEWER ]
High resolution imagery

Using our bespoke Lobster Vision viewing platform, you can view,
navigate and save pictures at full resolution from any device - mobile,
tablet or PC. Every image can be directly downloaded for use in print
or online.
Share internally to engage stakeholders, manage suppliers and track
project progress, or externally across your social platforms to truly
engage your audience with your project’s story.
Downloadable HD video
A bespoke two-minute automatically created 1080p broadcast quality
video is produced every week and is instantly downloadable through
Lobster Vision
Comparison Tools
Compare two separate images with our vertical and horizontal swipe
tools
BIM integration
You can now view and share your model, accurately aligned with the
high-resolution photographic record, from anywhere, helping you to
achieve Level 2 or 3 BIM compliance on your construction project.
Placing the model directly into the as-built record means you can
compare the model from any camera angle, at any time in the past,
and ‘fast forward’ to see how the building will look into the future.
Weather data
With every shot taken, wind, temperature and other weather data is
stored - so you can check current or past weather conditions
Open API
Our API lets you embed any elements of Lobster Vision directly in your
website - or easily integrate with your CRM or BIM software. Our team
of developers would be happy to discuss your bespoke requirements!

[ SERVICE ]
An ISO 9001:2015 Company

Ensuring a commitment to quality and continual improvement across products and
customer services. You can expect uniformed fully accredited staff, branded vans and
RA/MS reports drafted as standard.
Dedicated support, throughout the project

Our support staff are on duty every single day including Christmas to ensure that all your
cameras are working throughout your project, without fail
Professional Production and Post Production
Our editors and camera operators have many years experience producing material for
documentaries and commercials - we bring this skill and dedication to every job

Would you like to know more?
Find out how easy it is to install time lapse on your project with our free infographic download
http://info.lobsterpictures.tv/the-time-lapse-implementation-process-free-infographic-download

We’d love to hear from you
Just click www.lobsterpictures.tv/contact-us to chat to us.

www.lobsterpictures.tv
Tel: +44 (0)117 370 4217

